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Farr Hall theft raises
new concerns about crime
on Kenyon’s campus

GRACE RICHARDS
STAFF WRITER

JACK ZELLWEGER | COLLEGIAN

Houlder Hudgins ’18 noticed
his K-Card was missing on the
afternoon of Oct. 5, when he
tried to re-enter Farr Hall after
lunch. He thought he might have
dropped the card in his room or
somewhere around campus, until he noticed that his debit card
and cash were also missing from
his wallet.
On the night of Oct. 4, two
students in firefighter division
housing in Farr Hall woke to
the sound of someone rummaging through their room. Another Farr Hall resident, Alex
O’Connor ’17, heard someone
rattling his locked door knob
and barricaded the door with
a desk chair. Other Farr residents saw someone leaving their
rooms from a distance, but dismissed the event as unusual but
not worthy of reporting.
Director of Campus Safety
Bob Hooper has recently noted
an uptick in thefts occurring in
the past few weeks — especially theft from vehicles and student residences — mostly from
unlocked vehicles or rooms on
north campus, according to
Chair of Campus Safety Aldis
Petriceks ’17.
“[Hooper] didn’t provide me

with any specific numbers, but
one thing they’ve been noticing
is an increase, especially North,
in thefts from vehicles and
thefts from rooms,” Petriceks
said.
Hudgins said he went to sleep
early on Tuesday night and
slept soundly. He spent most of
Wednesday in his room, until he
went to lunch at Peirce and noticed some of the missing items.
After a discussion with several
other students who had either
heard something in their room
or seen someone leaving their
room, Hudgins decided to report the incident to Campus
Safety.
Safety officers encouraged
Hudgins to file a police report
with the Knox County Sheriff ’s
Office, because his debit card
and K-Card had both been used
to make local purchases and a
police report of the theft would
protect Hudgins from being financially liable. Although other
students heard someone rif ling
through their rooms, no other
missing items were reported, according to Hudgins.
Hooper wrote in an email to
the Collegian that incidents like
the theft from Hudgins’ room
are unfortunately common,
since students since students ofpage 2
ten leave their rooms

Maureen Dowd discusses the 2016 election

Golf sets records

Mason McCool ’17 tracks his shot at the BSN Invitational. | Courtesy of MIke Munden

Lords conclude fall season with a bang.
TOMMY JOHNSON
STAFF WRITER

CAT SMITH | COLLEGIAN

New York Times columnist Maureen Dowd spoke in Rosse
Hall on Oct. 18. Find our interview with Ms. Dowd and the
moderator, Carl Hulse, the Times’ Chief Washington Correspondent, on page 4. Visit kenyoncollegian.com for more.

Shattering records and outputting opponents, the Lords golf team
ended their fall season riding a wave
of momentum. After kicking the season off with a seventh-place finish at
Transylvania University in Lexington, Ky., the Lords closed their season
with two straight first-place finishes,
including one at Kenyon’s own BSN

Invitational at Mount Vernon’s Chapel
Hill Golf Course on Oct. 9 and 10.
In both of these tournaments, senior Mason McCool led the way. He
earned the North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) Golfer of the Week
title following the Mason-Dixon Collegiate Classic. McCool said the team’s
current level “is not a place Kenyon
golf has ever been before.”
In the final tournament page 12
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Village Record
Oct. 12- Oct. 19

Kenyon reports most City
Year applicants in the U.S.

Oct. 14, evening — Student reported items taken without authorization. Other items damaged.
Oct. 15, 10:47 p.m. — Underage student found with possession of alcohol on North Campus.
Oct. 16, 2:12 a.m. — Intoxicated, underage student. Transported to Knox Community Hospital.

Follow us!
@kenyoncollegian

Theft incidents are “unfortunately common,” Hooper says
Continued from Page 1

scientious about locking his door after
the incident — even while he’s in the
unlocked. Campus Safety and the Sher- room — and believes that other stuiff ’s department conduct separate in- dents have also become more cautious.
vestigations of crimes, although they But Hudgins thinks students will evencooperate and coordinate with one an- tually return to old habits.
“The monetary loss is one thing, but
other.
Recently released crime statistics for I go to Kenyon College, I live in Farr
Kenyon’s campus, made publicly avail- Hall,” Hudgins said. “I kind of expect
able under the Clery Act, show that bur- this sense of security, which I guess
glary has been on the decline at Kenyon maybe I shouldn’t.”
“At Kenyon there’s definitely a culin the past few years. Ohio law defines
burglary as “trespass in an occupied ture of wanting to trust everyone,” Pestructure [by force,
triceks said. “The cost/
stealth or decepbenefit of taking the
I kind of expect extra second to lock
tion] … with purthis sense of
pose to commit in
your door points pretty
security,
which
I guess
the habitation any
clearly to doing that.”
criminal offense.” maybe I shouldn’t.
Campus Safety and
In 2013, there were
the sheriff ’s office are
20 reported cases of Houlder Hudgins ’18
currently
investigatburglary on caming the theft. There
pus, but this numhas been speculation
ber decreased to 11 reported cases in among students in Farr Hall about the
2014 and three reported cases in 2015. identity of the perpetrator, according to
All the reported burglaries in 2015 oc- Hudgins, but he declined to name any
curred in residence halls.
specific suspects to avoid spreading ruHudgins said he became more con- mors.
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CORRECTIONS
In the Oct. 13 issue, the Collegian misstated Kyle Henderson as the Associate Vice President for Annual Giving. He is the Associate Vice President
for Planned Giving.
The Collegian regrets the error.

City Year holds several info sessions on campus per year. | Shane Canfield

Education is also the number one field
that Kenyon students enter after graduation, according to Anneke Mason ‘10, asSamantha Leder ’17 is passionate about sociate director of the career development
education. A psychology and American office. Mason coordinates Kenyon’s relastudies major on the education track, she tionship with City Year.
hopes to gain experience in education.
“City Year is a great way for students
After attending several informational to explore the field of education without
sessions for the national service organiza- jumping into a lead classroom role,” Mation City Year last year, she was hooked.
son said, “especially coming from a place
Leder is not the
which doesn’t have ...
only one: This year,
an education major.”
Basically, Sam
Kenyon had the
Last year, City
highest number of
and I are the top Year Midwest restudents in the coun- City Year recruiters in the
cruiter Rod Swain
try to submit a City
approached
Leder
nation.
Year application for
about helping with
the September deadon-campus promoline, the first cycle of Evie Kennedy ’17
tional materials for
four throughout the
the
organization.
academic year.
Leder asked fellow senior Evie Kennedy
City Year enlists members of Ameri- to get involved, who she knew had a simiCorps, the national community ser- lar interest in education. Leder and Kenvice organization, to work within ur- nedy are unpaid for their work promoting
ban schools to “bridge the gap” between City Year.
at-risk students’ home and curricular
Leder and Kennedy said 16 Kenyon
lives,”according to the organization’s students submitted applications by the
website. Corps members serve for 11 Sept. 30 deadline. “Basically, Sam and I
months, with the option to stay on for an are the top City Year recruiters in the naadditional year. There are 28 branches of tion,” Kennedy said.
City Year in cities across the country, and
Swain said enlisting students to prothe program has expanded to locations mote the program is a new approach City
in Birmingham, England and Johannes- Year is introducing in Ohio schools. “The
burg, South Africa.
addition of Sam and Evie as interns this
Leder chose to apply to City Year be- year has been beyond valuable,” Swain
cause of its holistic approach to educa- said. “Their connections on campus and
tion. “It’s more focused on being a posi- their drive to spread the word have really
tive role model for the kids and building made a big difference. I definitely don’t
relationships with them,” Leder said in think Kenyon would be our top school at
response to why she chose to apply to City this point without their work.”
Year. “As someone who’s looking into goLeder applied to City Year Boston, and
ing into education after Kenyon … it just Kennedy applied to City Year D.C. They
seemed like a really great thing to do after will hear if they are accepted to the proKenyon as a gap year.”
gram this week.
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In Gund Commons, a
new elevator goes up
NATALIE TWITCHELL
STAFF WRITER

When it comes to increasing accessibility across campus,
Gund Commons is rising to the
occasion.
Since last spring, the College has been working to install
an elevator in Gund Commons
that will provide 24-hour access
to both levels of the building for
those who cannot use the stairs.
The elevator is scheduled for
completion next week, according
to Steve Millam, the construction
project manager for the College.
The project has been in the works
since spring 2015,was originally
slated to be finished in late September.
“I’m glad it’s being installed,”
Abby Kastenberg ’19 said. “This
school needs to be more accessible.”
Chief Business Officer Mark
Kohlman said the money for the
elevator came out of Kenyon’s $4
million repair and replacement
budget, which funds unexpected
improvements to the campus.
The project was suggested by Erin
Salva, the director of Student
Accessibility and Support Services (SASS), and has been in the
works since spring 2015. Kohlman would not provide an exact
number for the cost of the project.
This project has been a high
priority for SASS for years, according to Salva. Her office submits barrier removal projects for

review by the College. Barrier
removal projects aim to provide
equal physical access to the campus to students with disabilities.
Much of the process was spent
finding a location for the elevator.
Some possible locations either
ran into immovable mechanical
systems or would be inconvenient, according to Millam. The
construction team also ran into
electrical conduits that had not
shown up on any plans while early in the process of digging the elevator pit. Because the construction workers needed to identify
and reroute these conduits, three
weeks were added to the project.
“That’s really a function of that
being an older building that we
didn’t have good archive drawings on,” Millam said. “None of
the drawings that we were looking at really showed the conduits
in the slab so we really didn’t have
them until the construction company was here and cutting the
slabs.”
The installation of an elevator
in Gund Commons raises other,
larger accessibility issues. Kenyon
aims to install an elevator in Ascension Hall as part of the Master
Plan, a project that Kohlman says
will exceed the entire repair and
replacement budget. This project
is much more complicated than
that of the Gund Commons elevator because it will require major renovations to the building.
Kenyon has no separate budget for accessibility concerns.

Alum supports LGBTQ+ fund
Community members hold a vigil for those who lost their lives to hate crimes. | Jack Zellweger
JACKSON FURBEE
STAFF WRITER

The LGBTQ+ diversity fund
has only had one donor since its
creation in 2009, but John Schofield’s ’65 donations have gone
a long way in making Kenyon a
more inclusive community. Now,
during LGBT history month, his
efforts have proven to be a key
factor in promoting diversity on
campus.
Schofield started the fund to
support projects promoting lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender
and queer students, and for others in the gender spectrum (LGBTQ), according to the Kenyon
website. These projects include
this month’s events honoring the
LGBTQ+ community.
Tom Stamp ’73, College historian and keeper of Kenyoniana,
gave a lecture on Oct. 4 on LGBTQ+ history at Kenyon. Other
events included a presentation on
being out in the workplace, and

a candlelight vigil at the ups1ide
down tree dedicated to those who
have lost their lives to hate crimes
over the years.
Schofield could not be reached
for comment. “He really doesn’t
like the reporting and the publicity to be about him; he wants it to
be about the fund,” Kyle Henderson, associate vice president for
planned giving, said. “For a while,
[the fund] was even referred to as
the Schofield Fund. He didn’t want
the spotlight to be on him, however, so the name was changed.”
Henderson said Schofield’s initial plan was for the fund to last
until the year after the legalization of same-sex marriage. “When
gay marriage was legalized nationwide in June of 2015, the fund
had to be rebranded, and it was
made to be more broadly available to other students organizations shortly thereafter,” Henderson said.
The fund is not just for campus groups specifically devoted to

LGBTQ+ related issues; the money can be used by any group that
holds events relating to the LGBTQ+ community.
The Office of Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion (ODEI) works with
students and faculty to determine
how the money is allocated, according to Assistant Diretor of
ODEI Jillian Watts.
There is also an LGBTQ+ advisory committee of students,
faculty and staff. Watts described
several LGBTQ+-related improvements that could be on the horizon, such as new gender neutral
bathroom signs.
“It’s a way for us to discuss the
temperature on the campus, and
we generally get really good feedback,” Watts said.
LGBT history month continues
with an event on Oct. 22 called
Friday Night OUT in Peirce Pub,
featuring Kenyon’s stand-up comedy group Two Drink Minimum,
as well a trip to Axis Nightclub in
Columbus, a popular gay club.

Four judges vie for seats on Ohio Supreme Court
Students have probably heard a lot about the presidential race in the past few
weeks, but they may not have seen much coverage on the current campaigns for
the Ohio Supreme Court. The race is between Justice Pat Fischer and Justice John P. O’Donnell for one seat, and Justice Pat DeWine and Justice Cynthia
Rice for the other; Justice Maureen O’Connor is running unopposed for Chief Justice. Here is what students should know about the four candidates before
casting their votes in November.

BILL GARDNER

and

GABRIELLE HEALY | NEWS EDITOR

CYNTHIA RICE

PAT DEWINE

PAT FISCHER

JOHN P. O’DONNELL

Rice is the Appellate Court Judge
for the Eleventh District Court of
Appeals in Warren, Ohio, which
covers Ashtabula, Geauga, Lake,
Portage and Trumbull counties, according to her website.
The Ohio State Bar Association
(OSBA) “highly recommended”
her for the Ohio Supreme Court.
She was endorsed by the Akron
Beacon Journal and The Cleveland Plain Dealer. Rice has heard
more than 3,000 cases and has
written 1,100 opinions, many of
them for cases dealing with murder, rape and drug crimes. She
also served as president of the
Trumbull County Bar Association, where she was a member
of the Executive Committee and
the Grievance Committee.

DeWine serves on the Cincinnati-based First District Appellate Court, according to his campaign’s website. He was chosen
to sit by designation — when
a judge serves on a court on
which they do not belong — on
the Ohio Supreme Court. The
OSBA marked him as “not recommended.” He is an adjunct
Professor of Law at the University of Cincinnati and practiced
law for 13 years at Cincinnati firm
Keating, Muething & Klekamp.
DeWine served as a judge on the
Hamilton County Common Pleas
Court. He was endorsed by the
Ohio Republican Party, Buckeye
Firearms Association and groups
often associated with construction and small business.

Fischer currently serves on the
Ohio First District Court of Appeals, according to his campaign’s website. He was elected
to the court in 2010, and won
reelection in 2012. Fischer was
president of the Cincinnati Bar
Association in 2007-8, and was
rated “highly recommended” by
the Ohio State Bar Association.
He was also endorsed by The
Cleveland Plain Dealer, National
Federation of Independent Business/Ohio and the Canton Repository. A graduate of Harvard
Law School, he was a partner at
Keating Muething & Klekamp prior to his appellate judgeship, according to his biography on the
Hamilton County Court of Appeals website.

O’Donnell was elected to the
Cuyahoga County Court of
Common Pleas in 2002, and
again in 2006 and 2012, according to his website. In 2008, the
Ohio Supreme Court selected
him to serve as one of eight court
judges in the state “to preside
over a commercial docket devoted strictly to business litigation
... which was designed to assure
litigants that their cases would
be handled consistently and predictably,” although the OSBA
only “recommended” him for
the Supreme Court. Since 2008,
O’Donnell has been responsible
for 2,000 commercial cases. He
was a civil attorney until he was
elected to the state bench in
2002.
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Taking advantage of low interest rates, Kenyon refinances
Moody’s Investor Services, announcing the refinancing, affirmed Kenyon’s A1 bond rating.
NATHANIEL SHAHAN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

As anyone who has opened
a savings account recently can
tell you, interest rates are at
rock bottom. While bad for
savers, this is a prime opportunity to borrow money at
a low rate, which Kenyon is
doing this month with a refinancing of up to $85 million
worth of debt with the issue of
new general revenue bonds.
The expected sale date of
these new bonds is Oct. 25,
according to Moody’s Investor Services.
Essentially, Kenyon is issuing new bonds with low interest rates in order to pay off existing bonds that carry higher
rates of interest. “It’s no new
money,” Vice President for Finance Todd Burson said. “It’s
all refinancing old money, just
to a lower interest rate.”
Corporations,
including
non-profit corporations like
Kenyon, take on debt with

bond sales; when a corporation sells a bond it makes a
contract with the buyer, exchanging immediate money
for an obligation pay back the
money, plus a series of interest
payments, at a later date.
Moody’s announced the
refinancing on Oct. 13, along
with an affirmation of a “stable” outlook and an A1 rating
on Kenyon’s total debt, which
is in the range of $190 million. Better known for rating
for-profit companies and issuing data on publicly traded
companies, rating agencies
like Moody’s also the review
finances of nonprofits, including institutions of higher
education.
The new bond issue was
designed to take advantage
of low interest rates and will
be replacing bonds remaining
from a 2006 issue as well as
up to $70 million of Kenyon’s
2010 bond issue, according to
Burson.
Interest rates have re-

mained low in the years since
the 2008 global financial crisis, and many colleges are taking advantage of the low rates
to refinance their debts, Burson said.
“At the end of the day,”
he said, “we’re trying to refinance some debt so we can
lower our interest payments
and save the College some
money.”
In addition to announcing
the new bonds, Moody’s affirmed its rating of Kenyon’s
current debt load at A1 on a
rating scale that ranges from
Aaa to C, with the numeral
one indicating that Kenyon is
on the higher end of the single-A ratings. Ratings indicate
the likelihood that debts will
be repaid based on the fiscal
health of the institution. The
Moody’s “General Credit Rating” guide explains a single-A
rating as “considered uppermedium grade and subject to
low credit risk.”
Kenyon’s A1 rating is based

on “good strategic positioning
The A1 rating is in line
as a highly selective liberal with Kenyon’s peer organizaarts college … solid balance tions, Burson said.
sheet reserves, and strong
Kenyon will periodically
philanthropic support,” ac- issue bonds to fund capital
cording to research supplied projects, such as new buildby Moody’s.
ings. The
Ana2006
We’re trying to
lysts
from
bond isrefinance some
Moody’s
sue was
were not im- debt so we can ... save the a new ismediately
sue and
College some money.
available for
helped
comment.
finance
Todd Burson, Vice President
Moody’s
the renofor Finance
cited chalvation
lenges
for
of Peirce
Kenyon, including competi- Dining Hall, according to
tion with wealthier schools Burson, as well as the conand a high debt load. Burson struction of other buildings.
said that, every year, the ColBurson said the interest
lege will hold conference calls payment on Kenyon’s bonds is
with Moody’s and Standard & always changing, but is lower
Poor’s Financial Services LLP than 5 percent. The College
— another rating service that pays approximately $9.7 milBurson said also rated Kenyon lion to service its debt each
A1 — and discuss every facet year, though he said this
of the College, from student should drop soon, as Kenyon
enrollment to fundraising ef- has recently paid off its 2003
forts, to determine the rating. series bonds.
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ON THE RECORD
MAUREEN DOWD

and

CARL HULSE

NEW YORK TIMES JOURNALISTS

MAYA KAUFMAN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Pulitzer Prize-winning, New York Times
op-ed writer Maureen Dowd and the Times’
Chief Washington Correspondent, Carl
Hulse, brought “All the News That’s Fit to
Print” to the Hill on Tuesday, Oct. 20 for a
conversation on the 2016 presidential election. Dowd is most recently the author of The
Year of Voting Dangerously, a collection of
her commentary. The Collegian spoke with
the pair after the event. Visit kenyoncollegian.com to read the full Q&A.
When you’re writing, is it okay to be
clear about your political views?
Dowd: Sometimes readers will write me
and they’ll be like “You’re so biased.” I write
back, “That’s what they pay me for!” I was a
political reporter for 20 years, but now they
pay me to give my opinion and, unlike all the
other columnists at the Times, I’m not from
one ideological point of view or the other. I
do it more like a Shakespearean play, where
it’s about power and how power warps people or how they rise to the occasion.
What do you think of those columnists
who do take the more ideological perspectives?
Dowd: I’m jealous of them. I would like
to have one group that always loved me.
My family is conservative, so they’re mad
at me when a Republican president is in. I
[was] critical when W. [President George
W. Bush] was in, and I criticized the run-up
to the Iraq War. My older brother Michael
said, “You know, you’re always criticizing

W. If there was a hurricane, you’d blame it on
W.” Then there was Hurricane Katrina, and I
blamed it on W. In the same way, Times readers, many of whom are liberal, get really upset
at me if there’s a Democratic president in and
I’m critiquing that president.
Hulse: The way I do my business is I have
to have the trust from both sides that I’m going
to be an honest broker. And if I’m perceived as
a biased person, they’re just not going to do it.
Now they may all think, “Oh, you’re part of the
liberal New York Times,” but I think I’ve gotten
the trust relationship.
This question is more for [Dowd]. How
much of your persona in your op-eds is
natural, and how much is intentional? Can
your friends and family recognize the Maureen Dowd in your columns as the Maureen
Dowd that they know?
Dowd: Well, that’s funny because I do try
and use humor a lot, even in serious situations.
Readers can listen to a serious point if you put
it in a humorous package. Sometimes I try to
be funny, and my mom said to me, “You know,
you’re only funny in print, you’re not funny in
person.” [Laughs]
Hulse: That’s not true. She’s not funny in
print. [Both laugh]
What do you two know or understand
about Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump
from your years covering them that no one
in the public seems to understand?
Hulse: [Hillary] is funny, and she can be
very engaging. She, for some reason, is unable
to get her real personality across. She either is
containing it too strongly or when it comes out
it seems phony. I don’t know why, considering
she’s married to perhaps the best politician in

Left: Maureen Dowd. Right: Carl Hulse. | Courtesy of Susan Spaid

generations, a guy who is great at putting out
his personality even if it is phony.
Dowd: There was a funny story where
Mark Landler — our state department reporter —they were somewhere abroad and
[Hillary] was having a tequila sunrise with
her reporters. She went to meet her Chinese
counterpart and her reporters got worried that
it would be imbalanced, so Mark brought the
Chinese guy a tequila sunrise. It’s a missed opportunity for her, because when she does open
up to reporters she seems to really do well with
them.
And what do you understand about
Trump that no one in the public seems to?
Dowd: I know that he’s the most shocked
person to find himself where he is and that he
would be shocked if you said to him, “you’re a
racist, you’re a sexist, you’re a bigot,” because in
his own head he isn’t those things. He doesn’t
realize that what you say at the microphone

is who you are. I think he’s going to be really
stunned when he goes back to New York and
he is treated as kind of a pariah and his name
is like poison on any product.
Is this current presidential election a
blessing or a curse for your field?
Dowd: It’s a very weird thing about our
profession that often somebody’s worst day is
your best day, because that’s a big story. The
best thing for journalists would be Trump as
president.
In three words, what makes a good op-ed
piece?
Hulse: I would say in three words, engaging, sharp and surprising.
Dowd: But not snarky! [Both laugh]
Hulse: Saucy only!
Dowd: Saucy! That has to be one of the
words.
This interview has been edited for length
and clarity.
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North campus ‘pipe cat’ darlings find a permanent home

Friday, the kittens would be waiting at
the one of the doors of Mather, peering through the glass, and watching
Some of Kenyon’s favorite felines as Beck prepared their food.
— the kittens who lived in the pipe
The kittens were very attuned to
between Caples and Mather Resi- the sound of Beck’s voice, and she
dence Halls — can no longer be seen frequently summoned them with her
romping in the grass and peeking “cat call.”
from their tubular home.
Sometimes students waited by the
The “pipe cats,” as they were pipe and attempted to coax them out,
known around campus, were beloved but they would be unsuccessful until
by many students, particularly by Beck called the cats. “I could come
those who live on north campus and down, and I could be walking and I
saw them frequently on their way to could just say ‘Where are my boys?’”
and from class. Over October Break, she said. “And they would shoot out
three of the four kittens that lived in of that pipe. And the kids were like
the pipe were adopted by Part-Time ‘How did you do that?’”
Custodian Shelby Bateman and CusBenjamin Gross ’19 heard about
todian Sherry Smith; the fourth kit- the pipe cats at the end of his first year
ten has been missing for a number of when he lived in Mather, but didn’t
weeks.
see them until this semester. He often
Custodian Linda Beck has been spotted them on his way to class or on
looking out for the pipe cats since his way back to Caples, where he lives
the beginning. Before the pipe cats this year, and usually glimpsed them
first emerged, she found three stray twice a week.
adult cats last March and began
“I liked taking pictures of them,”
feeding them. One of the cats went he said. “They do the cutest things,
missing, and
and they’re rewhen it finally
ally adorable.”
It breaks my
reappeared it
He used to sit
heart a little bit down and wait
was incredibly
skinny. Beck ... but that’s really great
for them to apwas
highly they got adopted.
proach him,
concerned and
because if he
thought the cat Clare Livingston ’18
advanced they
needed mediwould
run
cine to treat
away.
worms, but in reality it was pregnant.
When Laurel Waller ’19 first inThe cat gave birth to kittens, and thus teracted with the pipe cats, she rethe pipe cats were born.
membered someone had left a toy, so
Beck fed the cats often with she sat and played with the cats for
canned food, Meow Mix, Friskies and two hours that day. She began feedtheir absolute favorite meal, chicken ing them often — normally she gave
alfredo. Every morning when Beck them canned cat food — and intercame into work, Monday through acted with them essentially every
LAUREN ELLER
FEATURES EDITOR
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Name one of the three
Taylor Schilling and Kate
celebrities who visited Kenyon
Mulgrew of OITNB and
in the past month as part of the
Lance Bass of *NSYNC
Hillary Clinton Campaign.

day, except when their mother took
them elsewhere on campus. Waller
called the pipe kittens “very much a
community thing,” because so many
people who live in the adjacent dorms
interacted frequently with them.
“Laurel takes much pride in those
cats,” said Gross, who lives across
the hall from Waller. “So sometimes
when I’m walking with her, she can
get the cats to come to her a lot more
easily than I can.”
As for their new homes, Waller
feels the move is a loss but acknowledged the cats are much safer in a
home than in the pipe.
“It’s sad, but they’re definitely
in a safer place than they would be
here on campus, given weather and
other conditions,” she said. “Especially since the pipe is located near
the roundabout where all the cars are
parked and driving and whatnot.”
Beck had a hand in the cats’ adoption, as she was concerned about
how cold it would get as winter approached. Luckily Bateman and
Smith both wanted cats; Smith adopted two and Bateman took one.
The fourth kitten hasn’t been seen
for a number of weeks, according
to Beck, but she believes it is still on
campus somewhere and is possibly
living by the science quad. The three
that were adopted are adjusting well
to their new homes.
“I miss them, I think the students
miss them,” Beck said. “I mean there
were students out here that would sit
for hours petting them.”
Clare Livingston ’18, who lived in
Caples last year and often took care
of the pipe cats, is currently studying
abroad in Scotland and was unaware
they had been adopted.

The pipe cats at rest and at play. | Courtesy of Laurel Waller

“It breaks my heart a little bit ... but
that’s really great they got adopted,”
she said.
Livingston frequently fed the cats
and even provided them with some
of her clothes: First, she stuffed a
pair of pajama pants into the pipe to
keep them warm at the beginning of
spring semester last year, and then
switched that out for a sweatshirt of
hers. She had intended on removing
the sweatshirt to wash once it became
dirty, but she figures they just pulled

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

14

17

it into the pipe because she never saw
it again.
The pipe cats brought the communities of Caples and Mather together,
as students and staff took collective
responsibility for the kittens. The
grassy stretch between the dorms will
never be the same, but the memory of
those playful kittens will live on.
“I’m glad that people knew they
were there,” Livingston said. “They
added such a charm to the Caples
area.”

Sophomore Class Total: First-Year Class Total:

13

13

Marie Baldassarre ’17

Maia Leeds ’18

Suzy Goldberg ’19

Natalie Berger ’20

Lance Bass

Kate Mulgrew

Lance Bass

The member from
*NSYNC

Our beloved Olin Library had a
birthday this week. How old did
it turn?

30

N/A

50

30

22

Which Kenyon discipline had the
highest percentage of its majors
vote in the 2012 Presidential
Elections?

Mathematics and
Statistics

Visual and Performing
Arts

Biological Sciences

Social Sciences

Mathematics

Who won the 2016 Nobel Prize
in Literature?

Bob Dylan

Bob Dylan

Bob Dylan

Bob Dylan

Bob Dylan

2

3

Weekly Scores

2

3
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An Educated Home
Left: Murphy and Hardy’s home. Right: The old schoolhouse from which their home was converted. | Photos by Shane Canfield and courtesy of Murphy and Hardy

Professors Murphy and Hardy’s home features sewing, antiques and good Cajun cooking.
living space. Murphy is fascinated by the home’s history
and said she and Hardy hope
It’s a breezy Sunday after- to discover even more about
noon, and Associate Profes- their home. There is a volume
sor of Anthropology Kimma- on one-room schoolhouses in
rie Murphy is standing in her the Gambier public library,
dining room looking out into but extensive documentation
her front yard.
of the family’s home is diffiThe window Murphy looks cult to come by.
out of was once the front enSince the building became
trance to a one-room school a house, it has undergone exhouse.
In
tensive ren2004, Murovations and
phy and husremodeling.
Home ownerband Bruce
The belltowship is a conHardy,
er that once
John B. Mc- tinual work in progress.
adorned the
Coy
Bank
top of the
One
dis- Associate Professor of Anschoolhouse
thropology Kimmarie Murphy is now a
tinguished
teaching
guest bedprofessor
room
and
of anthropology, moved into bath. A second, larger chimtheir suburban Mount Ver- ney now accompanies the
non home — situated about first, which is no longer used,
15 minutes from campus. on the shingled roof.
The entire front half of the
Murphy and Hardy’s new
house and the garage, which house came with a few quirks.
are connected by a breezeway, One unique feature is an oldwere all part of an educational fashioned ceiling vent next to
facility from 1853 until 1937, the kitchen entrance. It rewhen it was converted into a sembles a silver airplane proDORA SEGALL
STAFF WRITER

“

pellor and still functions, although the family rarely uses
it. Another is a heater with an
open coil that glowed when
Hardy turned it on upon finding it about a decade ago. The
family is not sure if it still
works; Hardy remarked that
after evaluating the safety of
the contraption, the family
wasn’t exactly inclined to use
it.
Hardy’s favorite part of
the house is the kitchen,
which serves as a center for
entertaining. He is an avid
cook, and the family frequently hosts dinner parties
for friends, serving dishes
from an array of cuisines. As
one minor renovation to the
house, the couple splurged
on a chrome gas stove, which
Hardy uses frequently. This
love of food is ref lected in the
name of one of the family’s
two cats: Tchoupitoulas, or
Toulie for short, named after
a traditional Cajun dish made
with meat — usually chicken — and potatoes. Many
of Hardy and Murphy’s pets
have been named after Cajun

dishes, except for an energetic
Fox Terrier named Ancho and
a bushy-tailed “evil boy cat,”
according to Murphy, called
Puff — given to Murphy as a
gift by one of her former advisees.
“That’s what happens when
you let your kids name your
cat,” Murphy said with a
laugh.
Hardy and Murphy’s property bears the mark of a home
well-worn by family life. Murphy loves to sew, and one item
on display in the dining room
is a sculpture of an antique
sewing machine from her
mother-in-law. She also has a
table dedicated to her craft in
a back room of the house; she
is currently making a “shield
warrior princess” Halloween
costume for her daughter. The
couple’s son Duncan, a freshman in high school, plays the
acoustic bass, and his instrument sits in the corner of the
living room.
Various trinkets — often
of magical creatures, which
Hardy’s father has a fondness
for — also enliven the living

room. The dining room is decorated with hand-painted china gifted by Hardy’s mother;
many depict scenes of Zambia and Zimbabwe, countries
where Murphy did anthropological work during graduate
school. Murphy loves bright
colors, so the walls of each
room in Hardy and Murphy’s
home are painted a different
hue. Now that they have finished repainting, the family
plans to reroof the house and
update its siding, which is
starting to wear down.
“Home ownership is a
continual work in progress,”
Murphy said.

Left: The dining room inside Murphy and Hardy’s home. Right: Various magical creatures decorate their mantle. Above: A squirrel and wizard inhabit a tree. | Shane Canfield
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Choreography II students leap, sway and skip across campus
KARA MORRISON
STAFF WRITER

On Thursday, Luca Agunos ’18
was pirouetting underneath the
Upside Down Tree. This wasn’t
just an impulsive expression on
Agunos’ part – it was part of a
site-specific dance assignment
for Assistant Professor of Dance
Kora Radella’s Choreography II
class.
Radella said that while she always tries to incorporate site-specific dance assignments into her
classes, she has had the opportunity to do more of them this semester. The Visitors in the Gund
Gallery provided a perfect setting
for a dance assignment outside of
Shaffer Dance Studio earlier this
semester. Now, taking advantage of Gambier’s short period of
good weather, Radella’s class has
moved outside.
The assignment came at a perfect time, during Autumn, when
Kenyon is at its most beautiful
and the weather is quite perfect.
Each Choreography II student
performed individually at the
spot they had chosen. They decided on locations that they often frequented, liked or felt could
prove a useful environment for
their dance routine.

“

I’m a believer in not being in your
comfort zone, and site-specific work
demands that.

Assistant Profesor of Dance Kora Radella

“I’m a believer in not being in
your comfort zone, and site-specific work demands that,” Radella
said.
The performances displayed
the students’ abilities to incorporate their surroundings into
their routines. Catherine Kelly
’19 performed beside the greenhouse, swaying between rocking
chairs and leaping across furniture gracefully. Ian Edwards ’17
performed on Middle Path, using
the newly placed furniture in his
dance, sitting on chairs and tables throughout his piece as if the
dance were an everyday routine.
“They learn how to be specific
with a site, how to learn from the
site versus only imposing their
own movements,” Radella said.
The students also performed
without music. This may seem
odd to dancers and viewers alike,
but the lack of audio forced the
viewers to focus their full attention on the performers. Without music, the performer and
their choreographed movements

are the focal point of the performance.
Radella believes students can
gain a lot from performing outside the dance studio. “They have
to deal with limits and factors
that are not on a dance floor,” she
said. “They learn to sift through
material a little more efficiently
because of the limits of the site.”
The students danced their routines with ease, drifting through
their rehearsed steps as though
they were merely dancing on a
whim. The performances appeared very relaxed, yet very elegant. If there was any challenge in
their performances or their environment, the students did not let
on, as each individual performed
as if doing so were as simple as
performing on a stage.
As they danced, the leaves
filled the trees and covered the
ground in bright colors. The
beautiful surroundings complemented the dancers as they
swept through the fresh, fall air
with each leap and jump, and the

Luca Agunos ’18 dances in the Upside Down Tree | Jack Zellweger

viewers were made aware of both
the beauty of Kenyon and the immense talent present on campus.
“We’re in a particularly beau-

tiful environment, so I view it
as part of my job to wake up my
students, to get them to be more
alive,” Radella said.

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Welcome to the Kenyon Inn and Restaurant

Restaurant Hours
Breakfast
Monday through Friday
7 a.m. to 9:30 am
Saturday
8 a.m. to 10 a.m.

Lunch
Monday through Saturday
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Brunch
Sunday
9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Dinner
Sunday through Thursday
5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 5 p.m. to
9 p.m.

Reservations are
always recommended.

The Kenyon Inn and Restaurant • 100 W Wiggin St, Gambier, OH 43022 • 740-427-2202 • ww.kenyoninn.com

Located on the beautiful, historic campus of Kenyon College,
Ohio’s premiere and
oldest liberal arts institution,
the Kenyon Inn and Restaurant
offers the finest lodging and
dining in Knox County.

K-Cards accepted.
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Marvin’s Room finds balance between tragedy and humor
In a play that follows the unraveling of a family struggling with cancer, KCDC finds light.
and sorrows of these characters as
the events of the play unfolded.
While every actor in the play
The playbill didn’t say anything had a strong grasp on their respecabout a giant chipmunk that would tive characters and made the income in halfway through act two, dividual scenes a delight to watch,
but The Kenyon College Dance and the larger connecting narrative
Dramatic Club (KCDC) is full of of the play often seemed missing.
surprises.
Each scene was,
This
individually, expast Famtremely well reWeinberg
ily
Weekand Biber are alized, but the
end, KCDC
end of the play
given their share of the
put on their
could have been
limelight and a shot at
producmore developed.
tion of Scott humor and sympathy.
The script itMcPherson’s
self felt like the
Marvin’s
basis for much
Room, Directed by Assistant Pro- of these problems, but the transifessor of Drama and Film James tions between scenes on stage creDennen.The play centers on sisters ated a larger rift between scenes
Bessie and Lee, brought together by than what was already there, and
Bessie’s leukemia and the hope that almost seemed to point out how
either Lee or her sons will be able to choppy the play could feel.
provide a bone marrow transplant.
KCDC’s Marvin’s Room had
Marvin’s Room embraced the light- many great subtleties — like the
er side of illness (ergo: a man in a way Bessie’s wig became more dichipmunk costume coming to the sheveled with time or the fact that
rescue) without ever diminishing Doctor Wally, portrayed by Jeffrey
the severity or seriousness of the Searls ’19 used a tourniquet to keep
topics at hand.
his pant leg from getting caught
Dennen seemed to have a firm in his bike — but they were overgrasp on what beats to hit and what whelmed by Joan Jett songs blastto play with more subtlety. This was ing through the theater and the
most apparent in Julia Weinberg’s stage crew working under a blue
’17 and Tristan Biber’s ’17 perfor- light during transitions. It was in
mances as Bessie and her nephew, these moments that the play really
Hank, respectively. While Bes- lost itself, and minds throughout
sie struggles with her own illness the audience had time to wander
as well as her father’s, Hank deals away from the play.
with his own mental illness.
With sharp lines and muted colBoth Weinberg and Biber are ors, the set looked amazing in each
given their share of the limelight scene — and there was certainly a
and a shot at humor and sympathy. great deal of ingenuity in the way
The actors balanced this well, and it that the kitchen counter moved
never felt as if the jokes in the script around on stage to become difwere at their expense. The audience ferent set pieces — but perhaps it
was instead allowed to feel the joys was too intricate for the play’s own
DEVON MUSGRAVE-JOHNSON
ARTS EDITOR

“

Top: Julia Weinberg ’17 and Olivia Lindsay ’19 portray sisters. Bottom: Tristan Biber ’17 and Weinberg,
as aunt and nephew, sit in a waiting room. | Courtesy of KCDC

good. Or perhaps the music just
needed to be turned down a notch
or two.

There were times that the play
lost itself for a minute or two,
but that didn’t stop the strengths

KCDC has to offer, from actors to
directors and set designers, from
shining through.

Afro-Peruvian trumpet player gives aspiring artists advice
Kenyon alum Gabriel Alegria returns to perform with his sextet and share his experiences.
CHRIS PELLETIER
STAFF WRITER

“What I wish I had at Kenyon,”
Gabriel Alegria ’93, founder of the
Afro-Peruvian Sextet, said last
Tuesday, “was someone to tell me I
suck.”
Alegria, who returned to Kenyon last week to perform with the
Sextet, majored in music at Kenyon
with a focus in jazz and classical
music. He felt that his time at the
College gave him more confidence
than he was entitled to. He said he
needed to be told, “You can’t play
trumpet, and you can’t play jazz.”
Alegria found graduate school
in New York City much more intense than his music education at
Kenyon. After graduating in 1995,
Alegria felt he didn’t have much direction; he decided to join a symphony in Peru and feels his time
performing there helped guide him

toward starting the Afro-Peruvian
Sextet in 2005. The band has spent
the past decade touring across the
United States and Peru and has performed about 800 concerts.
Alegria’s current work is much
more focused. He now performs
jazz versions of Peruvian music as
well as original compositions with
a similar style. This is also Alegria’s
first year as a full-time performing
artist; previously, Alegria taught at
New York University. He said most
artists who live in the city make
their living elsewhere, usually by
touring or performing out of state.
“New York City can give you a lot of
education, but it won’t make you a
living,” he said.
The band has used creative fundraising techniques to reach success in a digital age in which record
sales are a much smaller portion of
a musician’s revenue. Alegria books
his band’s gigs and helps gener-

“

What I wish I had at Kenyon was
someone to tell me I suck.

Gabriel Alegria ’93

ate funding for their albums and
tours. His band runs a tour where
fans travel to Peru with the band for
$2,000 a person, and this is one of
their main sources of income. On
the trip, fans get to tour museums
and Peruvian landmarks with the
band.
The band also performs at corporate events. Alegria said many
performers see this as “unartistic,”
but he sees it as a good revenue
source. Designed to be hands-on
performances, these events focus
on creating a musical experience
rather than a show. These events are
designed so a company’s employees
get the chance to create music to-

gether with instruction from professional musicians such as Alegria.
He feels his liberal arts education
helped him integrate music into
these corporate settings. “A Kenyon
education makes you open to new
experiences,” he said. Alegria’s endeavors in the corporate world were
largely driven by his willingness to
try new things.
Corporate events, concerts and
album sales are important sources
of revenue, but they cannot be successful without proper marketing,
Alegria explained. “Relationships
with the press are really important
for music as a way of communicating with fans or potential fans,” he

said. Alegria said his Kenyon education allowed him to identify good
writing — more importantly, good
press releases.
Alegria’s band is not affiliated
with a record label. Throughout the
presentation, he saidrecord labels
are less important among indie artists now than they have ever been
before, due to the prominence of
digital streaming. He recently cut
a distribution deal with a label for
his upcoming album. They were
initially planning on setting a full
deal but realized most of what the
label was doing — tasks like creating a website, an online distribution method, or organizing tours
— they were already doing without
any help.
Alegria finished his speech with
one final piece of advice. “You’re
gonna need to just be patient,”
Alegria said. “Practice a lot — more
than you think is enough.”
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Students are too
blasé about theft
Given the nonchalance that often characterizes students’ relationships with their
possessions and others, we are not surprised
that the last few weeks have shown a recent
increase in theft on campus, particularly
from student residences and motor vehicles,
according to Director of Campus Safety Bob
Hooper.
It is unfair to generalize the entire student
body when many students take much care to
keep themselves and their belongings safe.
But, in our years at Kenyon, we have found
that open doors, unlocked windows and unattended backpacks are rampant. Students
need to watch over their belongings. We are
a small community here, and even though we
feel like we know everyone else, we are far
from immune to theft.
In a sense, destruction and theft of property is glorified on this campus. Overly intoxicated students talk about the College and
student property they steal, the furniture
they damage, the surfaces they vandalize.
There is an undertone of disrespect for objects that belong to the public and to others,
which can lead to a blasé attitude about theft.
There is a similarly indifferent attitude
about protecting one’s possessions. Apartment residents keep their windows unlocked
so students can climb in without having to
carry a key. Students leave their backpacks
on couches and chairs in isolated areas of
Peirce Hall while getting food from the servery.
Approximately 43 percent of students receive need-based financial aid, according to
the Kenyon website, fewer than half the students here. Kenyon is obviously a privileged
community. This shows when students don’t
lock their doors or they leave their bags completely unattended. They are operating under
the assumption that no one will take their
belongings. If someone does, they will just
buy a replacement.
This is unfair to students who loan a
friend their jacket and do not have the ability
to buy another when it is taken from an Old
Kenyon party. It is unfair to students who
cannot afford a new laptop when their apartment is broken into, after a housemate leaves
the window open.
While students are becoming increasingly
respectful to those unlike themselves, that
sentiment has not yet translated into respect
for objects. It is sad that there are individuals here who make it necessary to operate
with such caution, but theft is a reality everywhere. Students are young adults — take
some more responsibility for yourselves and
others.

HAVE OPINIONS?
The Collegian is looking for
new writers! For more information on contributing to Opinions, please contact the Opinions Editors:
Tobias Baumann
baumannt@kenyon.edu
Maya Lowenstein
lowensteinm@kenyon.edu

SHANE CANFIELD | COLLEGIAN

CA policy threatens residents’ integrity
ResLife adds to mistrust between administration and students.
DANIEL CEBUL
CONTRIBUTOR

The Housing and Residential Life Office’s (ResLife) policy that requires Community Advisors (CAs) to fill out a “Resident Interaction Form” is an outrageous
violation of student privacy and demonstrates how out of touch the office is with
the job its employees perform. The justifications that Director Jill Engel-Hellman
and Assistant Director Alex Shaver provide
for enforcing such an extreme “Big Brother” policy demonstrate the duo’s ignorance
for what CAs actually do for their residents.
Last year, ResLife changed the pay
structure of CAs from a room credit and
stipend to an 18-hours-per-week wage.
This new policy was introduced to prevent
CAs from losing financial aid; because CAs
received a room credit, the amount of aid
they received was reduced under the old
pay structure. While this was surely well
intentioned, the immediate consequence
was the need for ResLife to monitor their
employees more closely to ensure they are
working a full 18 hours each week. The
goals of this new policy were unclear. As
one former CA explained to me, “there is a
lack of honesty about policy changes. They
say one thing … and then turn it into another.” Herein lies ResLife’s fundamental
problem: Being a CA is not a job you clock
into when the shift starts and out of when
it’s over. The job CAs perform cannot be
quantified in a rigid hourly pay structure
because being a CA is not a typical job. As
I understand the position, a CA is there
to support residents, especially first-year

students as they adapt to life on the Hill. forms, the policy itself still fails as an efThe quality and amount of support a CA fective determinant of whether CAs actugives their residents depends on numer- ally are doing what ResLife considers to
ous factors, including how much support be their ‘jobs.’ How many activities and
(if any) residents actually need. Simply conversations can ResLife reasonably
said, support cannot be measured by how expect CAs to have with residents each
diligently CAs take notes about resident week? My guess is that, if you asked the
interactions.
director and assistant directors what they
Regardless of how much information think a CA should be doing every week
CAs have recorded in resident interac- on their hall, it wouldn’t exactly match
tion forms, introducing the forms as pol- up with what most students (and clearly
icy compromises
some CAs) think.
CAs’ ability to
While taking notes
develop genuine
Having
CAs about their residents’
relationships with
report
more basic information like
their residents. In personal information, such as hometown, potential
the first semester health, to head CAs and as- major and interests for
of my first year I sistant directors does literally a CA’s personal referrelied heavily on nothing to build or strengthen ence may help build
my CA, holding our community.
the hall community,
many personal
having CAs report
and private conmore personal inforversations. For ResLife to have a form mation, such as health, to head CAs and
for CAs to record information from such assistant directors does literally nothing
intimate conversations about residents’ to build or strengthen our community. It
health, social life and family as a way to is intrusive. It is unnecessary. It is wrong.
ensure they are working 18 hours a week
The fact that students now know the
is outrageous, and frankly unaccept- form exists compromises CAs’ ability to
able. The policy holds CAs hostage to effectively build hall communities. Retheir rightful pay, and forces them to act sLife needs to amend this policy immediagainst their conscience, as several CAs ately in order to allow their employees to
expressed anonymously to the Collegian.
do their jobs effectively. As a student body
In fairness, the Collegian article indi- we should implore ResLife to take CAs’
cates that there is some leniency in the concerns with the policy more seriously.
policy, and CAs do not have to document They are clearly being voiced, but are fallall of their interactions with residents. ing on deaf ears.
However, leniency in the policy shows
Daniel Cebul ’17 is a political science
that even if you disregard the moral and major from Wooster, Ohio. Contact him at
ethical objections to resident interaction cebuld@kenyon.edu.
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Compliments and

Complaints

Favorite and least favorite parts of family weekend
“Eating food I can’t afford.”
— Jack Murphy ’19

“We wish we would have known that the
Bolton box office only takes cash beforehand. We almost couldn’t get enough
together in time for the show.”
— Erin LeVar ’20

“Getting to see my dogs.”
— Jean-Louis Baillely ’19

“I don’t mind parents being shown the campus by their kids, but the tours made the
campus feel unnatural as well as crowded.”

— Bella Blofeld ’19

“The cabaret, the town meeting with Decatur, Marvin’s Room, Friday Cafe at the
Parish House, the Gund Gallery Art exhibit, the weather, seeing Taylor Schilling”
— Alex Levy ’20

Too many parents on campus
disrupts our learning environment
TOBIAS BAUMANN
OPINIONS EDITOR

Ah, the weekend. For two
days every week, we get a
chance to decompress, have
fun or catch up on work.
This chance to de-stress
is integral to the lifestyle
rhythm of most college students, especially now that
many of us are in the thick of
midterms. However, the institution of Family Weekend
often disrupts this, not just
for those of us who have to
construct and maintain the
best possible presentation of
their lives at Kenyon for their
family, but for the rest of the
students who must deal with
the strain of hundreds of visitors to campus.
You may be wondering
why a student whose father
teaches at Kenyon is writing this piece. “Isn’t every
day like Family Weekend for
you?” you may jokingly ask.
Very funny, but my parents
and I have set up boundaries
that we respect; their presence here has rarely seemed
intrusive to me. I don’t mean
to call out any person or their
family specifically, but some
of you have not set up these
boundaries.
Family Weekend in many
ways feels like putting on a
show, and when other people’s parents are at your

“

I am not saying that parents shouldn’t
be allowed to visit Kenyon. I’m just
saying that it’s not a good idea for all
of them to visit on the same weekend, especially one in the middle of midterms.

Peirce table and in your living space, the effect is constant. I have to play the idealized version of myself for
a bunch of strangers, and as
someone who struggles socially, it’s incredibly difficult
and draining to do this for an
entire weekend.
I am not saying that parents shouldn’t be allowed to
visit Kenyon. I’m just saying that it’s not a good idea
for all of them to visit on the
same weekend, especially one
in the middle of midterms.
For one, it stresses resources, like space at Peirce. There
are already more students on
this campus than Peirce was
designed to accommodate,
and closing multiple dining spaces at once for parent
events means that people often have nowhere to go. Over
the weekend, I found myself
avoiding Peirce to try to stay
away from the chaos.
Another tradition of Family Weekend is parents sitting
in on classes with their children. Though I understand
that parents are entitled to
see where their tuition dollars are going, their pres-

ence changes the dynamic
of the class and I’m not sure
if they’re even getting a fair
representation.
As one of my professors
said in class on Friday, “everyone’s afraid to speak in
front of the parents.” Though
he said this partially in jest,
he has a fair point. The presence of parents in the classroom often intimidates students, and class often feels
oddly stif led as a result. I
would prefer if parents would
get to know their child’s professors in a less invasive context.
I recognize that it’s important that parents be able
to experience Kenyon for
themselves, but many of the
institutions of Family Weekend are taken for granted by
the student body. Considering how it impacts student
life might lead us to find
ways that family visits can be
a better experience for both
students and parents.
Tobias Baumann ’19 is a
religious studies major from
Mount Vernon, Ohio. Contact
him at baumannt@kenyon.
edu.

With presidential election approaching, every vote counts
LIZZIE BOYLE
CONTRIBUTOR

You’ve heard the saying before—as Ohio goes, so
goes the nation. Wherever
you go or whatever you do,
you can’t escape it: The election is coming up in less than
a month. Even if you know
nothing about politics, you
know it’s a big one. Campaign
ads play before YouTube videos and during commercial
breaks on TV, yard signs dot
the sidewalks, posters hang
in windows and you can’t remember a time before “Ohio
Together” dominated the tables in Peirce. It’s 2016, we’re
in a swing state and the election is the one thing nobody
can escape.
In the middle of all of
that, the study analysing Kenyon students’ voting habits
showed depressing results.
Our campus currently has the
highest voter registration rate
in Ohio, and we gained na-

“

I know a lot of people are feeling disillusioned with the presidential candidates or doubt that one individual can
make an impact, but those aren’t reasons to
stay home.

tional recognition in 2004 for
waiting in line up to 13 hours
to be some of the last people
in the country to vote. This
year, more than ever, we have
an obligation to make our
voices heard. Complacency is
not an option.
I know a lot of people are
feeling disillusioned with
the presidential candidates
or doubt that one individual can make an impact, but
those aren’t reasons to stay
home. For one thing, there
are a lot more than just two
names on the ballot this year,
and down-ballot races are arguably far more important to
our daily lives than the president. John Russell, a candidate for state representative,
has knocked on over 15,000
doors in Knox County to be-

come the most competitive
Democrat here in 50 years.
Regardless of your political
affiliation, these things matter.
As a California native with
a lifelong interest in politics,
election-year Ohio is a dream
come true for me. Contrary
to what some people have
thought, I didn’t come here
just to be in a swing state, but
I’m definitely taking every
opportunity I can to make my
voice heard in a place where
it actually matters. I’ll admit
I’ve been known to go overboard—I woke up at 6 a.m.
last Wednesday to be among
the first 10 people in Knox
County to vote—but it’s because I never want to pass up
an opportunity to make an
impact. Updating my voter

registration in Ohio was one
of the first things I did when
I got back to campus, and as
a fellow for “Ohio Together”
(the Hillary Clinton student
campaigning organization),
I’ve been tabling at Peirce and
knocking on doors both here
and around the state to make
sure as many people as possible do the same.
Even if you hate both candidates, I’m sure most of us
have one candidate we’d prefer to see in the Oval Office
over the other. And let’s be
real: The next president will
be either Hillary Clinton or
Donald Trump. I firmly believe that you relinquish your
right to complain when you
abstain from voting, and even
if you don’t vote for president,
there’s more than just one
race being decided this year.
If there’s one thing we
can all agree on, it’s that the
stakes are high in this election. And as it stands, Ohio’s
polling is close to a dead heat.
We are at the forefront of this

election.
Michelle Obama gave a
wonderful speech in Pennsylvania recently that broke
down the individual importance of voting. She reminded
a crowd of likely voters that,
while Obama’s victory of
about 100,000 votes in 2012
seemed large, it broke down
to only 17 votes a precinct.
It’s going to be similarly close
here, and any of us could be
that 17.
Politics is everywhere,
whether we’re aware of it or
not, and our local elected officials are going to be making
a lot of decisions that directly
affect us whether we choose
them or not. Personally, I’d
rather have a say in my future. People have fought and
died for the right to vote, and
it’s one of the most powerful
weapons we, as citizens, wield
— please don’t waste it.
Lizzie Boyle ’19 is undeclared from Los Altos, Calif.
Contact her at boylee@kenyon.edu.
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Wynn sinks second game-winner

HOME SCHEDULE

Kenyon wins two more to solidify top spot in NCAC.

In the hunt to extend its win streak to seven, the Ladies
field hockey team will host a double feature at home this
weekend against DePauw University (12-3; NCAC 9-1)
and Earlham College (6-9; NCAC 3-7). Men’s and women’s
soccer face more North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
competition, and Kenyon volleyball returns to play in Tomsich Arena for the first time in almost four weeks.

PETER DOLA
STAFF WRITER

KENYON
DENISON
KENYON
HIRAM

1
0
3
1

The Lords faced off against
North Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) opponents Denison University and Hiram College, winning
both games and raising their record
to 12-2. Kenyon (12-2; NCAC 5-1)
won 1-0 at Denison (5-7-2; NCAC
2-3-1) on Oct. 15 and defeated Hiram (5-7-2; NCAC 2-4) at home on
Wednesday by a score of 3-1.
The Lords faced off against the
Denison Big Red in a tumultuous
game that featured 30 fouls, seven yellow cards and a red card for
each team. The first half was evenly
matched, with each side launching
four shots. After the 30th minute,
when sophomore Alberto Carmona
received a red card, the Lords were
forced to play a man down. Denison
also received a red card that arrived
in the 89th minute of the game.
In the second half, the Lords
stepped up the pressure, unleashing 16 shots compared to Denison’s
three. Around the 60-minute mark,
the Lords connected on one of these
shots. David Anderson ’19 sent in a
corner kick that bounced to the feet
of Oliver Wynn ’18, who tallied his
second game-winning goal in a row.
“It was a gritty win by the team,”
Defender Billy O’Neill ’18 said. “After going a man down, the team really pulled together to get the W.”
The Lords put together another
solid performance against Hiram,
taking a total of 36 shots on goal
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SAT.

22

Field hockey vs. DePauw University
11 a.m. | McBride Field
Women’s soccer vs. Allegheny College
1 p.m. | Mavec Field
Men’s soccer vs. Allegheny College
3:30 p.m. | Mavec Field

SUN.

23
TUES.

25

No. 3 Josh Lee ’17 heads the ball against Hiram. | Shane Canfield

— compared to seven for Hiram —
and connecting on three of those
shots. Jordan Glassman ’17 notched
two for the Lords, coming in the
fourth and 56th minute of the game
while Henry Myers ’18 scored in the
19th minute. The Lords could not
keep the shutout, however, as Hiram scored in the 62nd minute of
the match.
The Lords look to hold onto their

first-place standing in the NCAC as
the November conference championship approaches. They play their
final three games of the regular season against Allegheny College (4-92; NCAC 2-4) at home on Saturday,
Ohio Wesleyan University (8-3-3;
NCAC 3-1-2) at home on Tuesday
and Wabash College (9-4-2; NCAC
4-1-1) in Crawfordsville, Ind. on
Oct. 29.

WED.

26

Field hockey vs. Earlham College
12 p.m. | McBride Field

Men’s soccer vs. Ohio Wesleyan
University
3:30 p.m. | Mavec Field

Volleyball vs. The College of Wooster
7 p.m. | Tomsich Arena

Lords fall to nationally ranked Wabash as offense struggles
A strong Wabash defense stifled Kenyon in the Lords’ lowest-scoring game of the season.
NOAH GURZENSKI
STAFF WRITER

WABASH
KENYON

24
3

On Saturday, in front of a
crowd of parents and relatives
visiting for Family Weekend,
Kenyon football welcomed
to campus the Wabash College Little Giants, nationally
ranked No. 21 in DivisionIII football by the American
Football Coaches Association
(AFCA).
Stif ling the Little Giants’
(5-1; NCAC 4-1) running
game, the Lords’ (3-4; NCAC
2-4) defense held Wabash to
their second-lowest output of
the season in both total points
and total offensive yards. Unfortunately, Wabash’s defense
proved even tougher to beat,
keeping Kenyon’s offense in
check en route to a 24-3 victory.

Kenyon
defended
well
against the run and forced
Wabash to punt on their first
two possessions. The Little
Giants, failing to find success on the ground, went to
the air to take a 7-0 lead later
in the first quarter. Wabash’s
quarterback lofted up a pass
into the back of the end zone
and connected with one of his
wide receivers for a 15-yard
touchdown reception.
Facing a stout defense, Kenyon’s offense struggled to get
out of their own end of the
field in the first half.
“In those games, the oneon-one matchups that you
have are not going to be favorable for you because they have
really good players, so in order for us to have success offensively, we needed to sustain
drives and string together two
to three first downs,” Head
Coach Chris Monfiletto said.
“We weren’t able to do that,

“

In order for us to have success offensively, we needed to sustain drives
and string together two to three first
downs. We weren’t able to do that.
Head Coach Chris Monfiletto

and you could see the result of
that in our field position.”
After a booming punt from
Szabi Simo ’17, Wabash took
over at their own seven-yard
line, and the Kenyon defense
took the opportunity to force a
quick three-and-out and bring
about a substantial change in
field position. Wabash’s offense had other ideas: The
Little Giants took a 14-0 lead
via a 17-play, 93-yard scoring
drive that included three third
down conversions and one
fourth down conversion. With
one more field goal at the end
of the second quarter, Wabash

went into halftime with a 17-0
lead over the Lords.
Kenyon’s defense, after
spending a substantial portion
of the first half on the field,
started to show fatigue and
gave way at last to Wabavsh’s
highly-touted running game.
Pounding the ball relentlessly
on the ground in their first
possession of the second half,
Wabash increased their lead to
24-0 after a nine-yard touchdown run.
After the ensuing kickoff,
Kenyon’s offense began to
consistently pick up yardage
through the air. Helped along

by four Wabash penalties to
keep their drive alive, the Lords
worked their way into the red
zone, and Simo converted on
a 27-yard field goal attempt to
get Kenyon on the scoreboard.
The Lords marched into Wabash territory two more times
in the fourth quarter, but both
drives ended in failed fourthdown conversions. The Kenyon defense bore down on the
Wabash offense and held the
Little Giants scoreless for the
remainder of the second half
in the 24-3 loss.
The loss brings Kenyon’s
loss streak to three, and the
Lords now sit at seventh in the
North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) standings.
With no game scheduled
this Saturday, the Lords will
have the chance to rest before
travelling to The College of
Wooster (2-4; NCAC 2-3) on
Oct. 29 to take on the Fighting
Scots at 1 p.m.
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Lords golf drives
fall season home
At the BSN Invitational, Mason McCool ’17 follows through on his shot. McCool led Kenyon to its record-breaking score of 286 in the third round. | Courtesy of Mike Munden

Two first-place finishes and an exhilirating finale send Kenyon golf sailing toward spring.
Continued from Page 1

of the fall, the Lords came from
behind to win in record-setting
fashion. Not only did the Lords
break the school record for the
lowest 18-hole total, going two
under par to score 286 in the
third round, they also broke the
record for the lowest 54-hole total with a team score of 875 over
the full tournament.
For the par-72 final round,
McCool, Sadiq Jiwa ’18 and
Chase Frederick ’20 led the
way with scores of 68, 71 and
72, bringing Kenyon from four
points behind Carnegie Mellon
University (Pittsburgh) to two
points ahead. Ryan Muthiora
’18 and Bray Caverly ’20 put in

scores of 75 and 76, respectively,
to round out the top five for that
day.
The subdued intensity and
tension that usually marks a golf
tournament in its final round was
soon replaced with an earnest
but measured excitement when
the Lords realized they had come
out on top. “We were all highfiving, celebrating, you know, as
much as golfers celebrate,” McCool said. “It was a lot of fun.”
That sense of fun, on top of
the success, defines the Lords’
fall season. “We take each other
seriously, but I’ve never met a
group of guys who joke around
with each other more,” McCool
said.
Head Coach Grant Wallace
agreed. “We enjoy being around

each other,” Wallace said. “It re- from perhaps the best fall seaally shows, and I think some son in their history, the Lords are
teams don’t like that because seeking the conference chamthey’re
like
pionship and
‘Hey, those guys
a bid for naat Kenyon are
tionals in the
We were all
different.’” Bespring. Kenyon
high-fiving,
tween bus rides,
is
currently
celebrating, you
nights in hotel
ranked
fifth
rooms
across know, as much as
in the NCAA
the
Midwest golfers celebrate.
Great
Lakes
and hanging out
Region; they
outside of prac- Mason McCool ’17
are still chastice, the team
ing Wittenberg
has developed a strong sense of University, ranked first in the recamaraderie.
gion and second in the nation by
With strong bonds and strong the NCAA and the Golf Coaches
finishes, the Lords golf team is Association of America, respecnow facing the challenge of car- tively. McCool believes, if given
rying the momentum into the the chance, Kenyon can put up
spring season.
the same scores as their in-conArmed with the confidence ference adversary.

“

Wallace also believes that Kenyon is in a position to garner
national attention. Kenyon has
competed with and beaten nationally ranked teams throughout the season. The Midwest is
not known for its golf, so Kenyon will need to venture beyond the Great Lakes Region. In
the spring, tournaments in the
South, where many of the highly
ranked teams are located, will
give Kenyon chances to leave its
mark on the national level.
“That’s all we need, a chance,”
McCool said. “And to have that
chance, we need the confidence.”
With a fall season like this, the
Lords have reason to be confident and are well on their way
to achieving their goals in the
spring.

Kenyon opens with home relays, a chance at history ahead
JUSTIN SUN
STAFF WRITER

DENISON
KENYON (M)

KENYON (W)
DENISON

1st
2nd

1st (tied)
1st (tied)

This season, Lords swimming
and diving will once again chase
their 35th national championship after finishing second to rival Denison
University in the NCAA Division III
championships last spring. Claiming
a 35th title would give the Kenyon
Lords the record for most national
championships won by any college
sports program in any division. They
have only relinquished the national
championship three times to Denison since 1980.
On Saturday, the Kenyon Athletic Center was filled with the smell
of chlorine, as eight teams crowded
into the James A. Steen Aquatic Center to compete in the annual Kenyon
Relays. The Lords finished in second place with 128 points while the
Ladies tied for first with 160 points.
Kenyon will be facing many of these

teams throughout the season, including Denison and Ohio Wesleyan
University. The meet, which did not
contain any individual events, was a
first step into the competitive season
for the Kenyon swimmers and divers.
“Learning to be competitive at the
early part of the season is a big part of
our goals,” Head Men’s and Women’s
Swimming Coach Jess Book ’01 said.
“We’re trying to build the habits that
we’re going to use at championship
meets.”
The Ladies see the return of a
host of young talent, including seven
sophomores and three juniors who
qualified to compete in the nation- Austin Pu ’17 swims a leg in the Kenyon Relays on Saturday. | Courtesy of Kenyon Athletics
al championships last season and
helped the Ladies to place second beThe men’s team tied with DeniConsidering the high expecta- University (Columbus), which is Dihind Emory University (Atlanta).
son in points earned from swim- tions for both teams this season, vision I. Orbach-Mandel is not exThe women’s team tied for first ming events, but Kenyon ultimately Book enjoys watching his players pecting a win, but she is excited to
against Denison with the aid of the lost to Denison due to a deficit in step into the leadership roles vacated compete nonetheless.
young talent on the team. Hannah points from diving. The Lords’ sole by last year’s seniors. “Every season
“To show that we’re D-III but we
Orbach-Mandel ’19 was a part of diver, Ryder Sammons ’19, finished should be different,” he said. “We’re can still race with them is always
that group of young swimmers, help- third in both the one- and three-me- not looking for the same. No matter fun,” she said.
ing to win four different relays dur- ter boards, but he could not garner how good we’ve been in the past, it’s
Book looks forward to the Ohio
ing the meet. “We were excited to go any points for the team because he about being better in the future.”
State meet as well. “When you have a
out there and show who we were this did not participate in any swimming
Kenyon’s next event will be a lane, you have a chance to compete,”
year,” she said.
relay.
meet on Oct. 28 against Ohio State he said.

